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 THE  LOU-LAN  SITE
 [Chap. XI
 
Location of
Wd-IL
1 Town of
CM-pm*
LI Tao~
Yfian's
'town of
Lou-Ian'.
 treats of" the River of the North', i. e. of the rivers of Kashgar and Yarkand, and proceeds to
tell us:—so
4 The waters of the Ho, i.e. " River [of the North "], move farther east and pass to the south of
the kingdom of Mo-skan J! fjj. [This kingdom] lias for its capital the town of Mo-shan ; on the
west, it is 240 li from Wei-li jjft %jg. The waters of the Ho move further east and pass to the
south of the town of Out-pin jfc£ §J» furt^er east t^ley Pass south °f ^e town of Lou-Ian |H ||j
and then run off eastwards. This is, no doubt, the place where the colony of soldiers sent to clear
the fields [for cultivation] was established, and this is why the town inherited the name ol the
kingdom- The waters of the Ho proceed further east, to empty themselves in the Yu marshes
f 4& ?p» which are those called by the [S&ut] eking the Pu-cfcang lake ^ ^ $£. The water accumu-
lates in the north-east of Shan-shan and in the south-west of the Town of the Dragon jf§ ^'.
I think that the topographical indications here furnished can be fully explained if we keep in
view the facts which recent surveys and explorations have established. The kingdom of Mo-shaii^
as M. Chavannes has pointed out, is rightly identified by an early commentator with the kingdom
of Shan {Jj, which the Former Han Annals name as adjoining Shan-shan, and which, as we have
already seen, can safely be located in the western Kunik-tagh.21 His location is fully supported by
the bearing and distance recorded for Wei-li, which, as a reference to the Cffien Han shuts notice
of this territory discussed below shows, is identical with the tract on the Konche-darya south-west of
Korla.22 A glance at the map makes it clear that the interlacing beds of the Tarim and the
Konche-darya, which the text manifestly does not distinguish, lie south of the westernmost
Kurak-tSgh.
When next we are told that the waters of the ' Ho', on their further course eastward, ' pass to
the south of the town of Cku-pin \ it is difficult not to think of the rained station of Ying-p'an,
situated near the northern bank of the large dry river-bed which branches off eastwards from the
present Konche-darya and marks the beginning of the Kurak-darya. My explorations of 1915 at this
site have proved that the remains of Buddhist shriaes found at Ying-p*an, and probably also those of an
ancient circumvallation, go back to the early centuries of our era and belonged to a fortified Chinese
station which was occupied down to about the same period as the Lou-Ian site.23 The line of massive
watch-towers which stretches away from Ying-p'an north-westwards in the direction of Korla, and which
on archaeological evidence must be assigned to early Han times, makes it quite certain that the ancient
Chinese high-road, coming from the Lou-Ian Site, passed here* The station was, no doubt, meant
to guard an important point of the route where it was joined by the road leading up from Charchan
and Charkhlik/4 and I consider its identity with the * town of Chu-pin * highly probable.
Close to the south of Ymg-p'an there passes the ancient well-defined river-bed of the Kuruk-
darya, running eastwards, and down this we are clearly taken when Li Tao-yiian tells us .that
* further east [the waters of the Hdj pass south of the town of Lou-Ian and then run off eastwards*.
The account given in the preceding chapter shows that, coming from the south, we crossed
a succession of ancient river-beds, all deltaic branches of the Kuruk-darya, before reaching the
Lou-Ian Site, while north of it only a few dry beds, and none of any great width, were met with on
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